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laws of friction on a homogeneous three-dimensional fault model. We study effects of the static Coulomb
stress loading on clock advance and clock delay of the subsequent event. We carefully investigate dependences
of the clock advance on the onset time of the stress load, its amplitude, areal extent, and place of application
of the load. We ﬁnd that these dependences are complex, being controlled by the actual ongoing slip velocity on
the fault, especially at the domain of the stress load. In particular, the stress (un)load can initiate the occurrence of
quasiperiodic creep-like episodes, which could be associated with episodic increases of microseismicity on real
faults, such as observed on the locked Parkﬁeld segment of the San Andreas Fault. Depending on the load
parameters including its timing within the earthquake cycle, one of such creep-like events may trigger the next
(clock advanced) system-size earthquake. In some cases, the nucleation of the main shock can fail, and the fault
experiences one or several seismic events of smaller magnitudes instead. In such a case the next main shock
becomes signiﬁcantly delayed. We speculate that such mechanism could have contributed to the extreme delay
of the M6 2004 Parkﬁeld earthquake. Indeed, the Parkﬁeld segment was subject to Coulomb stress unload due to
the 1983 Coalinga-Nuñez earthquakes and then experienced M4.9 events in 1993–1994, when the system-size
event was expected. Instead, these failed main shock nucleations delayed the Parkﬁeld earthquake by
another ~10 years.

1. Introduction
Many earthquake faults undergo a quasiperiodic seismic cycle, where long-term tectonic loading is
released in a form of characteristic earthquakes [Wesnousky, 1994; Stirling et al., 1996]. The characteristic
earthquakes are believed to be large enough to dominate the seismic moment release and substantially
reduce the average stress. Such behavior is especially evident for subduction zone megathrusts, where
the characteristic earthquakes have large magnitudes (>8) and relatively short recurrence times.
Nevertheless, even smaller (intraplate), mainly mature, faults have characteristic earthquake distributions with some maximum potential earthquakes occurring quasiperiodically. Correct estimation of
the timing of such characteristic (or system-size) earthquakes in terms of probability density function
(pdf) is one of the main keys to improve seismic hazard assessment. The shape of the pdf is controlled
by two main phenomena. First, real faults are characterized by frictional and geometrical complexities
that result in heterogeneity in the stress redistribution along the fault, altering the occurrence of the
characteristic earthquakes. Second, the faults do not exist individually, and thus the earthquake occurrence is affected by stress load/unload due to slip on nearby faults. Understanding these effects is thus
one of the main goals of earthquake physics. In the present paper we address particularly the effect of
stress load and unload by means of earthquake cycle simulations on a planar 3-D rate-and-state
fault model.
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The effect of stress transfer is typically associated with increasing or decreasing rate of occurrence of small
events [e.g., Freed, 2005; Steacy et al., 2005, and references therein]. For larger-magnitude events, the effect
of stress transfer on earthquake triggering can be assessed by the so-called clock advance (CA), i.e., the
change of the occurrence time of a next earthquake on the fault under study. CA can be potentially taken into
account in time-dependent earthquake forecasting [Stein and Barka, 1997] and in renewal models of characteristic earthquakes in seismic hazard assessment [Gomberg et al., 2005; Console et al., 2010; Pace et al., 2014].
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From simple considerations assuming a standard Coulomb criterion and spring slider model it follows that
the clock advance CAS due to a static Coulomb stress increase ΔCS is given by [Dieterich, 1988]
CAS ¼

ΔCS
ΔCS
¼
;
τ_ f
k f V PL

(1)

where τ_ f ¼ k f V PL is a constant shear stressing rate in the far ﬁeld and VPL is the plate velocity. The effective
fault stiffness kf is related to the length of the fault R as
k f ¼ cG=R;

(2)

where G is the rigidity of the medium and c ~ 1 is a geometrical constant. In this model the clock
advance is independent of the onset time of the stress load within the earthquake cycle. Gomberg
et al. [1998] employed a simple single degree-of-freedom (1-D) spring slider model governed by the
rate-and-state friction, obtaining CAs as a monotonous decreasing function of the load onset time.
We point out that such a model is still too simpliﬁed, neglecting effects related to the ﬁnite geometry
of the real earthquake faults. For example, it cannot take into account possible spatial inhomogeneity
of the stress load. Therefore, the clock advance needs to be analyzed considering a more realistic fault
model than the spring slider in order to correctly take this effect into account in advanced timedependent earthquake hazard models.
An examination of the effect of external stress perturbation on a ﬁnite-extent fault with rate-and-state
friction was ﬁrst presented by Kato and Hirasawa [2000], considering a two-dimensional dip-slip fault
embedded in a half space. They analyzed the effect of stress change due to a nearby compressional
or tensional outer rise event on the earthquake cycle, ﬁnding that the clock advance depends nonlinearly on the timing of the stress change. They reported that tensional earthquakes advance the occurrence of the next earthquake and compressional earthquakes delay it, except for later parts of the cycle,
where clock advance occurs. The research was followed by Kato [2004] and Kuroki et al. [2004], who
examined the effects of nearby earthquakes on earthquake cycles of large interplate earthquakes at
subduction zones. Kuroki et al. [2004] used a realistic 3-D fault geometry and evaluated the effects of
three large earthquakes on the Tokai earthquake, which is expected to occur in central Japan.
Perfettini et al. [2003] systematically analyzed CA on a 2-D rate-and-state fault by means of loading
the whole fault at various onset times within the earthquake cycle. They found that while the CA is constant when the load is applied at the beginning of the earthquake cycle, it exhibits oscillations when
the fault is loaded later. The authors associated this effect with oscillations of an equivalent spring slider model. Liu and Rice [2007] simulated aseismic transients on a plate boundary caused by static stress
changes. Cho et al. [2009] extensively investigated the effect of static stress changes on the occurrence
of the next earthquake for various times and amplitudes of the static stress load, reporting discontinuities in the dependence of CA on the loading time.
Gallovič [2008] analyzed the position of the nucleation point of the event following the stress load on a 3-D
rate-and-state fault model, conﬁrming the oscillatory character of the CA. He also noticed the dependence of
the CA on the spatial extent of the stress load.
Here we extend these studies by performing a detailed systematic analysis of the clock advance on a 3-D rateand-state strike-slip fault model. We investigate dependences of the clock advance on the onset time of the
stress load, its amplitude, areal extent, and place of application. We point out that many of the observed
dependences are related to 3-D effects of the slip velocity/stress evolution and thus cannot be modeled
by a simple spring slider model (in accordance with earlier studies). We recognize that in some cases the
advanced event may rupture only a portion of the fault (having smaller magnitude), causing a signiﬁcant
clock delay of the next main shock. We suggest that the related mechanism may have played a role in the
surprisingly long delay of the 2004 Mw6 Parkﬁeld earthquake [Bakun et al., 2005].

2. Model
2.1. Quasi-Dynamic Rate-and-State Fault Modeling
We use a model of a two-dimensional square vertical fault of dimensions R × R embedded in a homogeneous
isotropic half space. The fault is discretized into N × N equally sized square cells with dimensions ΔR = R/N. The
KOSTKA AND GALLOVIČ
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frictional stress on cell i is given by the well-established Dieterich-Ruina constitutive rate-and-state law
[Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983]:


V i ðt Þ
θi ðtÞV 

τ i ðV i ðtÞ; θi ðt ÞÞ ¼ σ i μ þ ai ln  þ bi ln
;
(3)
V
Li
where Vi and θi represent cell i’s slip velocity and state variable, respectively; σ i is a normal stress; Li, ai, and bi
are frictional parameters; and μ* and V* are reference values of the frictional coefﬁcient and velocity, respectively. The evolution of the state variables is governed by the Dieterich aging law:
dθi ðt Þ
V i ðtÞθi ðt Þ
¼1
:
dt
Li

(4)

On the fault, the frictional stress must be balanced by both elastic and radiative contributions, as well as
externally imposed stress Δτ i(t),
 G
τ i ðtÞ ¼ ∑j K ij δj ðtÞ  V PL t  ðV i ðtÞÞ þ Δτ i ðtÞ;
(5)
2β
where δj is the slip on jth cell, VPL is the constant driving plate velocity, G is the Young shear modulus, and β is
the S wave velocity. Kernel Kij of elastic interactions represents static stress imposed on cell i by unit slip on
cell j, which we evaluate using the analytical solutions by Okada [1992]. The middle term on the right-handside of equation (5) corresponds to (standardly added) viscous term introduced by Rice [1993], also called
radiation damping term, which approximates the effect of seismic wave radiation. Outside the model fault
zone, continuous stable sliding is assumed (V = Vpl)
Putting (3) and (5) into equation, differentiating and after simple algebra, one arrives to a system of ordinary
differential equations (see detailed description by Perfettini et al. [2003] or Gallovič [2008]). This system is then
solved using the Runge-Kutta algorithm with a ﬁfth-order adaptive step-size control [Press et al., 1992].
2.2. Catalog Extraction
During the earthquake cycle simulation we extract a seismic catalog by means of breaking the slip velocity
history into separate events using criteria similar to those described by Hillers et al. [2006]. Speciﬁcally, an
event comprises cells with velocities greater than a given threshold value which share a common hypocenter.
If two cells belonging to different events touch each other, they are merged into a single event. For each
event, we record its hypocenter time and calculate its moment magnitude M.
One possibility of deﬁning the threshold slip velocity is to set it equal to the critical velocity for which
the forces of radiation damping and fracturation compensate, 2βaσ/G [Noda and Hori, 2014]. This would
result in 0.23 m/s in our setting. Nevertheless, we use a smaller value of 1 mm/s as a standard value also
considered by other authors when performing similar simulations [Perfettini et al., 2003; Hillers et al.,
2006; Gallovič, 2008; Murphy et al., 2013]. We note that the conclusions of this work are not affected
by this choice.
2.3. Stress Load and Clock Advance
We pick a reference time tr after several earthquake cycles. Without applying additional Coulomb stress, an
event occurs at time tu > tr. Starting from time t0 such that tu > t0 > tr, we apply stress perturbation Δτ i(t) at
cell i of the form



1
t  t0
Δτ i ðt Þ ¼ ΔCSi 1  cos π
(6)
for t0 < t < t0 þ Δt; and Δτ i ðtÞ ¼ ΔCSi for t≥t0 þ Δt:
2
Δt
The stress perturbation thus increases during the time interval Δt from Δτ(t0) = 0 to Δτ(t0 + Δt) = ΔCSi, where
ΔCSi is the amplitude of the static Coulomb stress change.
As a result of the stress perturbation, one or more events will nucleate at hypocenter times which will generally differ from tu. The magnitudes of the events will also generally differ from the unperturbed case. The
clock advance CA is deﬁned as
CA ¼ tu  t p ;

(7)

where tp refers either to the time of occurrence of a subsequent event regardless its magnitude (referred to as a
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Table 1. Parameters of the Fault Model
Quantity
Fault dimensions
Fault discretization
Shear modulus
Lamé’s ﬁrst parameter
Friction parameters
Critical distance
Reference friction coefﬁcient
Reference velocity
Loading plate velocity
S wave velocity
Normal stress
a

Notation

Value

R×R
N×N
G
λ
a, b
L
μ*
V*
VPL
β
σ

25 × 25 km
128 × 128
30 GPa
20 GPa
0.015, 0.019
2 cm
0.6
1 μm/s
3.5 cm/year
3 km/s
75 MPa

The setup leads to periodic occurrence of Mw6.9 earthquakes.

10.1002/2015JB012646

magnitude-unconstrained CA) or a
subsequent event with magnitude
larger than a threshold magnitude
Mtr, which we will refer to as a
magnitude-constrained CA. Negative
values of CA are also called clock delay.
Note that we have tried to apply both
the shear stress and normal stress that
correspond to the same amplitude of
Coulomb stress, obtaining the same
results (as also observed by Perfettini
et al. [2003]). Therefore, we further
use the terms shear and Coulomb
stress load interchangeably.

3. Modeling Results
We consider a homogeneous fault in the velocity-weakening regime (a  b =  0.004) embedded in a homogeneous space with constant normal stress σ. The model parameters are listed in Table 1. The fault homogeneity allows us to focus solely on the effect of the properties of Coulomb stress change (i.e., amplitude,
placement, duration, etc.), without introducing additional complexities due to, e.g., the effect of heterogeneity of frictional parameters or free surface.
At the beginning of the simulation the model is initiated by setting slip velocities to twice the plate velocity
VPL on the whole fault. After one or two earthquakes, the fault reaches a stable cycle of repeating events of
magnitude 6.9. The average stress drop of this event is 6.2 MPa according to formula (a  b)σ ln(Vco/Vint),
where Vco = 1 m/s is the coseismic slip velocity and Vint = Vpl is the estimate of the average interseismic slip
velocity [Barbot et al., 2012, supplemental material]; this value is similar to the actual difference between maximum and minimum values of average shear stress, which gives the stress drop of 5.2 MPa. The duration of
the unperturbed interseismic cycle tu in our setup is approximately 89 years. The graph of average and maximum velocities on the fault is shown in Figure 1a, and the graph of slip velocities at ﬁve regularly spaced
points on the fault are shown in Figure 1b. Just after an event the slip rates decrease to values by ~4 orders
smaller than VPL, bringing the fault into an effectively locked state. Then slip velocities at the fault start to
increase to ~VPL, and this creep gradually penetrates into the locked area, building conditions for nucleation
of the subsequent system-size event in the center of the fault [Rubin and Ampuero, 2005].
This nucleation style corresponds to the bilateral rupture propagation style described by Lapusta and Liu
[2009]. Therefore, our simulation results are to be considered representative of models of this type. We
point out that in the modeling of the Parkﬁeld fault in section 4.2 the rupture behavior rather corresponds
to the second style described by Lapusta and Liu [2009], where the velocity-weakening regions are penetrated by only a small amount of aseismic creep, and the events nucleate closer to the fault borders and
rupture unilaterally.
3.1. Clock Advance Due to Stress Perturbation
We set the origin of the time coordinate to tr = 733.0 years since the start of the simulation, which corresponds to the beginning of the eighth earthquake cycle. To see the effect of the stress load on clock advance
(CA), we run the earthquake cycle 500 times, applying the shear stress increase or decrease of magnitude
ΔCS = ±0.01σ (i.e., approximately 14% of the main shock stress drop) to the whole fault at various onset times
t0 and measure the resulting CA. We let Δt = 10 s, which effectively corresponds to an instantaneous Coulomb
stress change.
Figure 2 shows dependence of the magnitude-constrained (M > Mtr = 6) and magnitude-unconstrained CA
on the load time t0 for both positive and negative loads. On the ﬁrst sight the dependence has an oscillatory
character after an interval with constant CA. Such a behavior of the (unconstrained) CA was ﬁrst observed by
Perfettini et al. [2003] and later by Gallovič [2008] on 2-D and 3-D rate-and-state faults, respectively. Here we
extend the analysis of the behavior of the CA in more detail.
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Figure 1. (a) Evolution of the average (green) and maximum (red) slip velocities on the utilized homogeneous rate-andstate fault model (see Table 1 for its parameters). (b) Evolution of slip velocities from tr = 733 to 900 years at ﬁve equidistant points in middle of the left half of the fault (see legend); note that due to the symmetry of the problem the two halves
of the fault evolve in the same way. Just after an event, the velocities on the fault decreases to values about 4 orders of
magnitude smaller than Vpl. Slip velocity then starts increasing at the borders of the asperity to values close to Vpl, and this
creep gradually penetrates into the locked area, building conditions for nucleation of the subsequent system-size event in
the center of the fault.

The magnitude-unconstrained CA curves in Figure 2 can be separated into three to four phases: static,
increasing, and decreasing. The fourth phase corresponding to instantaneous triggering is present only in
the case of positive stress load. The increasing and decreasing phases are altogether referred to as the oscillatory phase of CA.
During the static phase, the CA is a constant independent of t0. In each decreasing phase, the CA decreases
approximately linearly, with slope close to 1. Recalling the deﬁnition of clock advance (7) this means that
events occur after approximately constant time intervals from the CS load application. .
In the static and decreasing periods, the subsequent earthquake corresponds to the system-size event with
magnitudes ranging from 6.5 to 7. This means that the magnitude-constrained and -unconstrained CA curves

KOSTKA AND GALLOVIČ
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Figure 2. Clock advance CA (lines, left axes) and magnitude of the triggered events (symbols, right axes) as a function of
stress load onset time t0 for (a) positive and (b) negative loads. The red lines represent CA corresponding to the very ﬁrst
subsequent (triggered) event regardless its magnitude. The green lines correspond to CA of the ﬁrst subsequent events
with magnitude larger than 6 (so-called magnitude-constrained CA). Note that the two curves depart only in the intervals of
increasing CA, where the system-size events are signiﬁcantly delayed for both the load and unload. Blue line corresponds to
the instantaneous triggering.

coincide (see Figure 2). However, the situation is more complex in the increasing phase, where the smooth
magnitude-unconstrained CA is related to the occurrence of smaller-magnitude event(s) with magnitudes
between 3.5 and 6 (see Figure 2). In the magnitude-constrained case, i.e., when considering the occurrence
of the system-size event, CA is characterized by abrupt changes with signiﬁcant values of clock delay. We
note that the intervals of t0 associated with such clock delays are rather short, 1.3 years on average in the
present example. Nevertheless, since there are six such intervals within the earthquake cycle (with average
time spacing of 7.0 years), they altogether amount to 7.6 years, which corresponds to 8.5% of the whole cycle.
3.2. Fault Evolution After Stress Perturbation
To better understand the behavior of the CA, we analyze the evolution of slip velocities on the fault after the
stress load. We do not discuss here the effect of instantaneous triggering, which is, in the present context,
relatively straightforward.

KOSTKA AND GALLOVIČ
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Figure 3. (a) Evolution of the maximum slip velocities over the fault for selected stress loading times t0 (see legend),
corresponding to various parts of the CA plot in Figure 2a. Loading time of 3.1 and 8.2 years correspond to the ﬂat phase
of the CA (see Figure 2a). Loadings at 41.1 and 46.2 years were selected from the period of the CA decrease in Figure 2a.
Figure 4a shows evolution of the slip velocities at ﬁve points for the case of loading at 41.1 years (here in magenta). (b) The
evolution of maximum slip velocities for two scenarios with t0 only 2 months apart, at the boundary between the
decreasing interval of the CA and the clock delay interval (Figure 2a). Until the point of the occurrence of the ﬁrst smaller
event, the evolutions of the maximum slip velocities are very similar. Nevertheless, while for the smaller t0 the ﬁrst is
followed by (clock advanced) system-size rupture of M6.8, for the larger t0 the second event fails to rupture the whole fault
(having thus smaller magnitude), despite the fact that its maximum slip velocity is larger than for the main shock triggered
in the case of smaller t0. The whole fault is then ruptured 65 years later.

Figure 3 shows maximum velocity as a function of time for several examples of (positive) stress onset times t0.
In Figure 4a we plot slip velocities at ﬁve different points located in the middle width of the fault at
equidistant distances horizontally. Immediately after the stress load, the slip velocities increase at the
affected cells. For a simple spring slider model, one can derive an approximate formula for the change of
velocity following Coulomb stress steps ΔCS [e.g., Perfettini et al., 2003],




ΔCS
V tþ0 ¼ V t0 exp
;
(8)
aσ


where V t0 and V tþ0 are the slip velocities before and after the stress step, respectively. The formula
predicts that the response to the stress step depends not only on its amplitude ΔCS (exponentially) but also
KOSTKA AND GALLOVIČ
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Figure 4. (a) Evolution of slip velocities at ﬁve different points at equidistant points along the fault horizontally and in the
middle vertically (see legend) assuming shear stress perturbation of amplitude +0.01σ applied to the whole fault at
t0 = 41.1 years. We note that the curves corresponding to the opposite sides of the fault overlap due to the symmetry of the
model and perturbation. Note the slow-slip oscillations at the edges of the fault. The evolution returns to the behavior of
the unperturbed fault after rupturing the whole fault. (b) Evolution of slip velocities at the same points when the shear
stress perturbation of amplitude +0.01σ is applied to the edge of the fault at t0 = 39.0 years. In this case the oscillations are
present only at the side of the fault affected by the stress increase. At 84 years only the center of the fault reaches seismic
velocities, resulting in an event of magnitude 4.9. It is followed at 106 years by another event of magnitude 5.3, which
ruptures a larger area. Eventually, the whole fault ruptures at 149 years causing an event of magnitude 6.9 (which is equal to
the original unperturbed magnitude), being thus delayed by 60 years.


linearly on the actual slip velocity V t0 . We remind the reader that during the earthquake cycle the slip
velocities increase inward from the borders of the asperity from values corresponding to locked to creeping
(~VPL) fault, which differ by approximately orders of magnitude. Therefore, the effect of the load is most
signiﬁcant when applied to the creeping portion of the fault. For example, Figure 4a demonstrates that only
the creeping parts of the fault at the fault edge starts to oscillate after the stress load. This response then
alters in turn the stress ﬁeld, which may lead to destabilization of the fault evolution.
KOSTKA AND GALLOVIČ
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In particular, when the stress load is applied early after an event, the initial velocity jump is relatively small
due to the fact that the fault is locked almost everywhere. In such a case the resulting slip velocity perturbations are relatively weak and thus get damped after a relatively short time (see Figure 3a). Nevertheless, the
overall velocity (and thus stress) increase remains stored in the system, leading to the observed independence of the CA on t0 in the constant CA phase (see Figure 2).
During the oscillatory phase of CA, the initial velocity jump results in quasiperiodic oscillations in maximum slip
velocity, which do not get damped. Depending on the timing of the CS load, one of the episodic slip velocity
increases, taking place close to the occurrence of the regular event, can either trigger the system-size event
or fail in doing so. The former case would correspond to the decaying part of the CA curve (see Figure 2), while
the latter case would correspond to the increasing part of the magnitude-unconstrained CA curve. During the
failed (small magnitude) event the slip velocities reach normal seismic values (~1 m/s), just as during the
system-size event, but only on a part of the total fault area. Moreover, several such small events can happen
in a relatively short time. Since the small earthquakes can release a relevant part of the accumulated stress on
the fault, the system-size event may get delayed by a signiﬁcant fraction of the whole earthquake cycle duration.
A similar example of such failed nucleation is shown in Figure 4b for shear stress perturbation of amplitude
+0.01σ applied to the fault edge at t0 = 39.0. The ﬁgure shows slip velocity histories at the ﬁve equidistant
points on the fault. We can observe that the slip velocities at the perturbed points at the right edge of the
asperity gain an immediate increase. As a result of the perturbation, the point at 9/10 R undergoes oscillatory
creep, whereas the slip velocity at the other side of asperity at 1/10 R remains steady until 83 years, where a
small peak is observed. At 84 years, the center of the fault reaches seismic velocities, but this rupture is
conﬁned to a small area around the center and does not spread to either of the points close to the borders
of the asperity (although the slip velocities at both points undergo small sharp peeks a few years before this
event). This results in an event of magnitude 4.9. Later, another event is produced at 106 years, rupturing a
larger area (but not the whole asperity) and having magnitude of 5.3. Eventually, the whole asperity is
ruptured at 149 years causing an event of magnitude 6.9, corresponding to the magnitude of the
unperturbed main shock. Thus, this perturbation results in a delay of 60 years.
3.3. Dependence of Clock Advance on the Stress Load Parameters
In this section we explore the dependence of CA on parameters of the shear stress loading, such as its amplitude and domain of application. For the sake of clarity, we show here only the magnitude-unconstrained CA
curves. We point out that the behavior of the perturbed fault as discussed in section 3.2 is generally the same
in all cases. In particular, the relatively narrow intervals of increasing CA are always associated with signiﬁcantly delayed system-size events.
Figure 5a shows the dependence of the magnitude-unconstrained CA on t0 for different values of the stress load
amplitude ΔCS applied to the whole fault. Figure 5b shows the same dependence as Figure 5a but considering
application of the load on a central square covering half of the fault area. We note that the stress drop during the
main shock of 5.2 MPa corresponds to about 7% of the conﬁning normal stress. We can see that for perturbations greater than this, there is instant triggering for all t0. Below we discuss the static and oscillatory phases
separately in detail. We also interpret the observed dependencies using arguments developed in section 3.2.
3.3.1. Static Phase
The static phase is observed for early onset times of the stress load in all cases. We denote its value by CA0 and
determine it for onset time t0 = 1 year. CA0 has a clear dependence on the magnitude of the CS load, which is
further explored in Figure 6. In particular, Figure 6a shows CA0 as a function of the load amplitude ΔCS,
assuming loading over the whole fault and at two smaller rectangular areas located in the middle of the fault
or at its corner. As we can see, CA0 depends approximately linearly on ΔCS as predicted by the standard
Coulomb failure model (see equation (1)). However, the slope of this dependence, which should only depend
on the fault stiffness, varies according to the extent of the loaded area and its position. The steepest slope is for
the case of loading the whole fault. In case of loading just a portion of the fault, the rate of the increase is
generally larger for the central location of the loading area. Assuming CA0 = ΔCS/(kaVPL), as suggested by the
Coulomb failure model (1), we can obtain “apparent” stiffness ka by means of linear regression. For the whole
fault loading we obtain the minimum value of kamin = 1.93 MPa/m, which is larger than the effective fault
stiffness kf ~ G/R = 1.2 MPa/m (see equation (2)). For loading the central half of the fault ka = 2.38 MPa/m.
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Figure 5. Dependence of the magnitude-unconstrained CA on the loading time t0 for various amplitudes of the stress load
expressed as a fraction of the normal stress σ (see legend). The load is applied either (a) to the whole fault or (b) to a square
covering the central half of the whole fault area.
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Figure 6. (a) The dependence of CA0 on the stress load amplitude (x axis) and the loading area (see legend) (CA0 is CA corresponding to the ﬂat phase of the CA graph (see, e.g., Figure 5), evaluated assuming the stress load at t0 = 1 year). The
loading is applied to the whole fault (red line) and at two smaller rectangular areas located in the middle of the fault (pink
lines) and at its corner (blue lines) with areas equal to one half (thick lines) and one fourth (thin lines) of the total fault area
Atot. (b) Dependence of CA0 on the area of the stress load for three different locations of the loading domains (see legend),
assuming ﬁxed stress load amplitude of 0.2%σ.

To explore the role of the loading area further, Figure 6b shows the dependence of CA0 on the extent of the
loading (square) area, assuming three locations of the load—center, middle edge, and corner. The loading
amplitude is in this case constant, ΔCS = 0.2%σ. Generally, CA0 is an increasing yet nonlinear function of
the loading area. Moreover, we can also see that the dependence of CA0 on the loading area differs according
to the particular location of the load.
We interpret the behavior of CA0 following the argumentation in section 3.2. Slip velocities affected by the
stress load increase according to equation (8), suggesting, in particular, that the increase is linearly dependent on the slip velocities prior to the stress load. Since those slip velocities are inhomogeneously distributed
along the fault (e.g., large values are constrained to the fault borders at the beginning of the earthquake
cycle), the change in the velocities (i.e., stress) is also inhomogeneous. Although any consequent slip velocity
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Figure 7. Dependence of the magnitude-unconstrained CA on the loading time t0. The stress load has various amplitudes
expressed as a fraction of the normal stress σ and sizes of the domains of application (see legend). The load is applied either
(a) to the central part of the whole fault or (b) at the fault corner.

oscillations diminish in time, the additional stress heterogeneity introduced by the load is preserved by
means of the memory effect of the friction state variable, which leads to the complex behavior of CA0.
3.3.2. Oscillatory Phase
The onset of the oscillatory phase tosc strongly depends on the extent and position of the CS loading area as
well. Indeed, this is already visible when comparing Figures 2a and 2b, where tosc is much larger for the partial
CS load when compared to the load of the whole fault. To further explore this issue, Figure 7 shows CA for
various Coulomb stress loading amplitudes ΔCS applied on square areas of three sizes located at the center
of the fault (Figure 7a) and at the fault’s edge (Figure 7b). Curves belonging to the same area and CS amplitudes are distinguished by colors and line thicknesses, respectively.
For the stress load at the fault center (Figure 7a) the larger the CS area, the smaller the tosc. On the other hand,
when the CS load is applied at the edge of the fault, tosc is rather small and independent of the load area.
The observed behavior can again be related to the stronger response of the creeping part of the fault to the
applied load as discussed in section 3.2. Indeed, tosc is smallest if the loading is applied at the edge of the fault
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(Figure 7a), since the fault edges are the ﬁrst to start creeping after the preceding event. Contrarily, if the stress
load is applied at the fault center (Figure 7b), the smaller is the area, the later the CA oscillations begin since the
load is applied to the locked section of the fault for a longer fraction of the earthquake cycle period.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
We have studied the effect of static Coulomb stress change on the clock advance or delay of a characteristic
earthquake on a 3-D fault model with rate-and-state friction. The present dynamic fault model is rather
simple (planar fault, homogeneous frictional parameters, etc.) to isolate the effect of the stress load from
other features. Despite this simpliﬁcation, the response of the fault to the stress load is complicated. For
example, in agreement with other studies [Perfettini et al., 2003; Gallovič, 2008] we observe that the clock
advance (CA) is an oscillatory function of the stress load onset time t0. We point out that such a complexity
of the CA is related not only to the nonlinear character of the rate-and-state friction model but also to the
3-D fault geometry. Indeed, a simple spring slider model with rate-and-state friction law predicts CA due
to a static stress loading to be a monotonous decreasing function of t0 within the whole earthquake cycle
[Gomberg et al., 1998].
We observe that the stress load disturbs the otherwise stable fault evolution by means of increasing slip
velocities on the loaded part of the fault. The elevated slip velocities may lead to an instantaneous nucleation
of the main (system-size) earthquake. If the fault is not ready to go, the nucleation is arrested and such a failed
nucleation becomes a creep-like event, introducing an additional heterogeneity in the stress distribution on
the fault. If the load is applied at the beginning of the earthquake cycle, the fault returns back to its stable
evolution. Otherwise, the stress heterogeneity leads to excitation of a quasiperiodic occurrence of other
creep events traveling along the fault. Eventually, one of these events leads to nucleation of a seismic event.
Depending on the timing and the amplitude of the stress load, this earthquake may rupture the whole fault
(system-size event), or just a part of it, leading to smaller-magnitude event(s). We demonstrate that in the
latter case the next system-size earthquake can be thus signiﬁcantly delayed from its regular (unperturbed)
occurrence. We note that such delayed occurrence of the main shock can happen for both the positive and
negative loads (Figure 2).
4.1. Induced Slip Velocity Oscillations
Interseismic slip velocity oscillations of an apparently locked fault seems to be an intrinsic feature of the
rate-and-state friction on a ﬁnite-extent fault (see examples in Figures 3 and 4). They can be induced even
on a fault with homogenous frictional parameters and previously stable evolution by an external stress
load, especially if the load has spatially inhomogeneous amplitude and if the load is applied later in
the earthquake cycle. Perfettini et al. [2003] associated the slip velocity oscillations with oscillations of a
spring slider model with rate-and-state friction. We were not able to reproduce such oscillations assuming
effective stiffness of our fault model. Moreover, the observed complex spatial evolution of the stress/slip
velocity ﬁeld on the fault suggests that the oscillations are related to the multidimensional character of
the fault.
During the slip velocity oscillations the fault undergoes quasiperiodic creep events. The question is whether
such a behavior is realistic and whether it could be proven by observations. We note that the creep events
are hardly detectable by surface measurements due to very small associated slip. Nevertheless, they might
be manifested by other related phenomena such as episodic increases of microseismicity as it is observed
on the locked Parkﬁeld segment [Nadeau et al., 1995; Nadeau and Guilhem, 2009]. We note that similar
variations of recurrence intervals of characteristically repeating microearthquakes have been observed
on the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) [Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999, 2004]. These slip rate
oscillations have been recently conﬁrmed by modern geodetic data [Turner et al., 2015].
4.2. Possible Explanation of the Anomalous Delay of the Parkﬁeld Earthquake
Our study is to be understood as a qualitative analysis of conceptual fault behavior after being perturbed by a
stress load or unload. Nevertheless, particularly the observed periods of signiﬁcant clock delays when the
stress (un)load is applied at speciﬁc periods within the seismic cycle prompts for comparison with real fault
observations. A perfect candidate is the locked Parkﬁeld segment of SAF. This fault is well known for its
quasiperiodic occurrence of Mw6 events with a mean interval of about 22 years (see Figure 8a). The striking
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Figure 8. (a) Occurrence time of the main shocks on the locked Parkﬁeld segment of the San Andreas Fault. The green line
corresponds to recurrence time of 22 years. (b) Clock advance of the main shocks evaluated as a difference between the
actual year of occurrence and the estimated one from the 22 year recurrence period (green line in Figure 8a). (c) Real
seismicity on the Parkﬁeld fault (red symbols). Black arrows denote the occurrence of the last two Parkﬁeld main shocks.
The blue line denotes the time of the nearby Mw6.5 Coalinga earthquake (followed by the Mw6.0 Nuñez shock), which
unloaded the Parkﬁeld fault by approximately 0.15 bars [Toda and Stein, 2002]. The time period in yellow denotes the
expected occurrence of the next main shock after the 1966 event. Note that instead of the system-size event only two
earthquakes of M ~ 4.9 occurred in that period.

similarity of waveforms recorded in the 1922, 1934, and 1966 events suggests that the ruptured area of the
fault is similar for all those events [Bakun et al., 2005]. After the 1966 earthquake the next Mw6 event was
anticipated to take place between 1988 and 1993. Interestingly, the event occurred as late as in 2004, being
delayed by approximately 15 years (Figure 7b). The reason for this exceptional delay, representing a signiﬁcant portion of the whole seismic cycle, remains enigmatic.
Here we link it with the alternation of the stress ﬁeld by two nearby strong earthquakes that occurred northeast of the Parkﬁeld section of SAF in 1983, Mw6.5 Coalinga and Mw6.0 Nuñez. Toda and Stein [2002] studied
the response of SAF to these events. Their Coulomb stress calculations showed that these two earthquakes
increased stress on the creeping section of the SAF, raising the rate of small shocks for the next ~18 months.
Conversely, the Coalinga-Nuñez earthquakes decreased stress on the locked Parkﬁeld segment up to 0.5 bars,
causing surface creep and drop of rates of small earthquakes for more than 6 years. Toda and Stein [2002]
converted the Coulomb stress decrease to 22% drop of 10 year probability of the next Mw6 Parkﬁeld earthquake.This hardly explains the absence of the main shock till 2004.
Barbot et al. [2012] developed a rate-and-state dynamic model of seismic cycle of the Parkﬁeld segment of SAF.
The authors replicated basic characteristics of the cycle including the swap of hypocenters of the 1966 and 2004
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Figure 9. Parameters and the result of our modeling for our model of the Parkﬁeld fault segment. (a) The spatial distribution of friction parameter a-b, simpliﬁed after
Barbot et al. [2012]. The blue area corresponds to the velocity-weakening zone. (b) The spatial distribution of friction parameter b simpliﬁed after Barbot et al. [2012].
(c) Depth dependence of the effective normal stress, adopted from Barbot et al. [2012]. (d) The dependence of the clock advance CA and magnitude of the triggered
events as a function of stress load onset time t0. We apply a negative Coulomb stress change on the velocity-weakening zone. The ﬁgure is analogous to Figure 2.
Note the signiﬁcant time delays of the system-size (M ~ 6) events, which are preceded by M < 5 events, within the three intervals of load time t0.

events. Nevertheless, they did not explain the anomalous delay of the latter event. Although they neglected the
external unloading due to the nearby 1983 Coalinga-Nuñez events, the authors also raised the possibility that
the delay of the 2004 Mw6.0 Parkﬁeld event may have been at least partially caused by the smaller earthquakes
in 1993 to 1994, being perhaps a series of arrested Mw6 nucleations (see Figure 8c).
To support this hypothesis by simulation, we consider a fault model with conditions closer to the properties of
the Parkﬁeld segment following Barbot et al. [2012]. In particular, we assume a strike-slip model with dimensions of 36 × 18 km, which covers both the seismogenic and partially the aseismic parts of the SAF. For the sake
of computer efﬁciency we simplify the distribution of frictional parameters of Barbot et al. [2012], removing
small seismogenic patches and using a simple rectangular seismogenic zone of 24 × 4 km (see Figures 9a
and 9b). We use the same depth dependence of effective normal stress as Barbot et al. [2012]; see Figure 9c.
The fault is discretized by 256 × 128 cells corresponding to twice coarser meshing in each dimension than that
considered by Barbot et al. [2012]. We assume larger L = 6 mm being constant along the fault.
After initialization, the fault quickly settles into a periodic regime with a period of 20.4 years. We apply a negative Coulomb stress change of 0.6 MPa on the velocity-weakening zone in 130 equidistant onset times t0.
The resulting dependence of both magnitude-constrained and magnitude-unconstrained CA on t0 is shown
in Figure 9d, which is analogous to Figure 2. We observe three intervals of signiﬁcant clock delay. As in the
homogeneous model, in these cases the large earthquake is delayed by one or two preceding smaller events.
Their hypocenters generally differ from that of the main shock; in most cases the main shock hypocenter is
located closer to the edges of the velocity-weakening area. The stress perturbations also generate creep episodes with irregularly spaced peaks in slip velocity with intervals ranging between 0.4 and 3 years, i.e., covering the 2 year period of the repeating microearthquakes observed at Parkﬁeld [Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999,
2004]. Nevertheless, we stress that the qualitative behavior of the fault is quite sensitive to variations of
the model parameters. For example, no signiﬁcant delays appear when considering purely rectangular
velocity-weakening zone. Nevertheless, more comprehensive modeling of the Parkﬁeld segment that would
explain the fault behavior in full detail is left for further study.
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Our results thus support the hypothesis of Barbot et al. [2012], suggesting that the stress unload due to the 1983
Coalinga-Nuñez earthquakes took place during a speciﬁc phase of the Parkﬁeld seismic cycle (corresponding to
the increasing phase of the CA curve; see Figure 2). This resulted in the failure of the ~ M4.9 events from 1993 to
1994 to rupture the whole fault. Instead, they signiﬁcantly delayed the 2004 Mw6 main shock. We note that this
proposed mechanism is not unique. For example, simulations by Ben-Zion et al. [1993] showed that accounting
for viscoelasticity below the brittle crust can also produce a delay of the 2004 M6 Parkﬁeld earthquake; for some
parameters the calculations predicted the next Parkﬁeld earthquake to occur in the time interval 1995 ± 11,
which includes 2004.
4.3. Clock Advance Concept in Earthquake Hazard Assessment
The present results pose a challenge for time-dependent earthquake forecasting and for building characteristic
earthquake renewal models in seismic hazard assessment. Both of those practical applications need an estimate
of the change of timing of the next earthquake due to the Coulomb stress change invoked by a nearby event.
Complex dependences of the clock advance including possibility of a clock delay as observed in the present
study do not seem to provide a simple prediction. Indeed, CA is strongly affected by the actual state of the
stress/slip velocities on the fault at the time of the stress load, especially on the part of the fault that is affected
by the stress load. Details of the fault behavior are also controlled by the actual frictional parameters of the fault,
which remain generally unreachable.
A promising way to overcome this problem in the future is a “full” simulation of the earthquake cycle. Such a
dynamic simulation of a single fault was performed for the Parkﬁeld segment of SAF in the above mentioned
paper by Barbot et al. [2012] considering the rate-and-state friction law. Another possibility is to avoid trying to
explicitly estimate the CA for a given fault. Instead, the potential hazard study can rely on dynamic simulations
of whole earthquake fault systems. For example, Richards-Dinger and Dieterich [2012] introduced earthquake
simulator RSQSim, which takes into account all known mutually interacting locked and creeping faults in
California governed by the rate-and-state friction. The model successfully reproduces basic characteristics of
the real earthquake catalog. In principle, such physics-based models take into account the complex behavior
of CA inherently by considering the complex stress interactions among the faults in the fault system.
4.4. Data and Resources
Waveform data, metadata, or data products for this study were accessed through the Northern California
Earthquake Data Center [2012], doi:10.7932/NCEDC.
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